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ABSTRACT: The French geotechnical centrifuge located in the Nantes’ Campus of the University Gustave Eiffel (formerly Ifsttar and LCPC) required an upgrade of its engine line and its control command, almost all the components dating from 1985. Thanks to 21st century technologies, upgrades have been made both on the motor (a 450kW Siemens low-voltage motor with a regenerative drive system) and on the control system, moving to digital world. Detailed description of the operations and the new performances of the geotechnical centrifuge are presented.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The geotechnical centrifuge, inaugurated in 1985 and located on the Nantes Campus of the Gustave Eiffel University, is undergoing a makeover: its motorization line, comprising several original elements and its "control-command" have been replaced and simplified: an electric motor with Siemens variator replaces the old original two-speed motor, the brake and the clutch. The reduced number of mechanical elements induces better efficiency and coincides with a technological leap allowing to go from "analog" to "digital", all simplifying operation and future maintenance.

The retrofit of old centrifuges is a way of increasing the life of those versatile research tools for geotechnical applications (e.g. Bowman et al. 2020, Chen et al. 2018).

2 EXISTING DEVICES & CONTROL SYSTEM

The existing engine line (ante 2021) included (Fig.1):

1. A 2 speeds asynchronous A.C. engine (1000rpm and 1500rpm) with a nominal power of 410kW (under a 380V voltage), maximal torque 4760Nm;
2. An eddy current clutch;
3. An eddy current brake;

The three last elements were water cooled. This solution of driving had been selected mainly because it generated a minimum of electric interferences which was essential with low level signals on the models. The characteristics of the drive unit had been determined for a run up time to 100×g of 3min, with a linear variation of centrifuge acceleration with time beyond 10×g. The estimate of the power was derived from a theoretical

Fig.1. The former engine line (modified from Corté and Garnier, 1984)
approach assuming that the spinning air body had a tangential velocity proportional to the axis (Corté, 1984).

The rotation speed was servo-controlled (Fig.2) with a 6000 points optical tachometer, providing an accuracy on the centrifuge acceleration value better than ±1% over a period of 24h (Corté, 1984).

Fig.2. The former servo loop diagram (Corté, 1984)

Each subsystem of the drive unit was equipped with its own protection and safety functions which could automatically cause the motor to stop in case of anomaly. The state of all the safety functions was displayed in the control room (Fig.3) and could be remote tested.

Fig.3. The former control room (†Gérard Rault circa 2011)

Unbalance of the rotor was continuously measured with strain gauge bridges placed on the four supporting parts of the bearing system (Corté, 1984).

3 RETROFIT

The retrofit operation has been launched in 2019 and the public contract has been officially attributed to Flipo-Richir© in july 2020. Due to the pandemic, the dismantling phase started in April 2021, followed by the installation of the new engine, frequency variator and man-machine interface. The official reception has been done only in November 2021, a delay being necessary for providing and replacing identically unexpected the failed coupling connection.

3.1 Electric engine

Comparing the previous installation (Fig. 1) with the new one (Fig.4), the engine line has been simplified by removing elements ② (clutch) and ③ (brake), and replacing ① (electric engine). The new engine is a 1CV3403C Siemens electric Motor 450kW running at 1054rpm.

Fig.4. New engine (top) and remaining gear box (bottom) in the pit.

3.2 Frequency variator and automate

The variator Schneider Altivar process ATV980 2015/2040 560kW type low harmonic automate (Regenerative drive system), is located in the pit (Fig.5).

The new automation system made by Beckhoff controls the variator of the motor and the security of the system. It is installed in the motor room with a 7” panel touch screen to facilitate the maintenance. So, the centrifuge can be controlled by a computer installed in the control room, and connected to the automation system by only one ethernet cable instead of several dozens of cables in the old system. A special Man-Machine Interface has been developed, based on web page on the automation system.
3.3 Simplifications
The retrofit of the engine line, 36 years old, has been the opportunity to jump in another generation of electrical devices, simplifying the general engine line:
- The cooling system (49kW) is now over designed for the remaining elements, as the clutch (440kW) and brake (750kW) have been removed.
- The installed power has been reduced by 1.15MW.
- The electric engine, connected to an assumed infinite electric network deliver additional power to the network during deceleration phases (up to 30kW).
- All the analogical electronics has been removed, a new and convenient interface being available.

4 CONCLUSIONS
After 36 years of use (11196h of rotation), the electric engine of the Uni Eiffel GeoCentrifuge has been replaced, as well as the connections and the control-command system. The new motor offers the opportunity to reduce the installed power by more than 1MW, occurring savings of electric current and a better carbon balance.
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